ONA Constituent Association  #3
Minutes from Monday, April 14, 2014


The April 14, 2014 annual meeting was held at Chemeketa Community College in Salem. The following items were discussed:

New Business

After sharing a soup and salad dinner provided by Constituent Association #3, ONA members and guests received a presentation from Christine House from Cover Oregon about Cover Oregon, how it works and how people are still getting signed up for insurance coverage despite the issues with the website.

Old Business

Election results for CA#3 were announced:
President: Jeanna Thurston
Board Position #2: Virginia Smith
Board Position #3: Amber Gamel
Secretary: vacant

Convention Delegates:
Aaren Brown
Virginia Smith
Kay Carnegie
Frieda Ryan Anzur
Jean DeJarnatt
Jeanna Thurston (as president, automatic delegate)

Plans were discussed for the ONA convention in May. The group agreed that ONA would pay for mileage and hotel rooms for those who needed to stay overnight. These costs could be itemized and submitted for reimbursement on the form from ONA.

Respectfully submitted, Frieda Ryan Anzur